
It is plain common sense that one would not pay the same price for a house within view of a 

100m high whirling turbine than an identical house without such a view. In 2004 a judge in 

Cumbria awarded damages to a couple because they had bought a house without the sellers 

telling them of a wind farm application nearby.
1
 Since then, unbelievably as compensation has 

been paid in Denmark since 2009
2
, the wind industry and Government have claimed wind farms 

do not reduce house prices, with devastating effects on ordinary people
.3
  

  

The Daily Telgraph reported  in November 2012
4
 that my ASA complaint forced Wind Prospect 

Developments Limited to withdraw a Renewable UK leaflet, saying it was a myth wind farms 

reduce house prices. 
5
 It was a hollow victory as Renewable UK just changed the title from 

Seven Myths to Seven Common Questions about wind farms.
6
 

 

 I complained again to the ASA last September 2013 when the same leaflet was circulated for 

Stevenson Hill wind farm proposal near Romanno Bridge.   

 

Finally today, 26
th

 February 2014 the Council of the ASA has declared that the new leaflet has 

breached the advertising code as the developer cannot substantiate its claim that wind farms do 

not reduce house prices.
7 

  

The industry relied in part on a report by the Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors concerning 

two small wind farms in Cornwall in 2007. 
8
 Last February, I challenged RICS  to look again at 

their report. Along with other complaints, this resulted in a letter being sent by RICS to the 

Government (DECC) May 2013 alerting them to the inadequacies of the report.
9
 

 

The Government did nothing until December 2013 when they announced they would look into 

wind farm compensation.
10

 The Scottish Government has recently commissioned a report but 

refuse to include unsold houses. Scottish Planning Minister, Derek McKay, still said on January 

28
th

 2014 at a Planning Aid  Forum that wind farms do not reduce house prices.
11

 

 

I hear he was left red faced when told of a new report this month by the London School of 

Economics on a million homes over a twelve year period in England and Wales which  has 

proved wind farms do decrease house prices.  It also said residents “would be willing to pay 

£600 a year to avoid having a wind farm of average size visible within 2km….”
 12

 

 

In the UK  people affected by noise, shadow flicker and loss of visual amenity are called  

“Nimbys “ and made to look selfish to complain when often their only asset is devalued; a 

tragedy if  they are unable to sell and escape the turbines. How can it be right rich landowners 

can make millions whilst ruining their neighbours’ lives in a supposedly democratic country?  

 

I would like to know who has prevented compensation, as has been traditional for roads, 

railways etc . I think they must be at the top of Government in both Parliaments serving the 

interests of landowners and foreign developers not the people of this country. 

 

.If you look at the list below you will see how many people in a place of importance within 

Government policy over the last few years have an interest in wind farms. 

 



Tory David Cameron father in law has a wind farm 
13

 

Tory Charles Hendry Minster for Energy and Climate Change 2010-2012 now Chairman of 

Forewinds
14

 

Tory Tim Yeo MP Chaired Commons Climate Change Committee earned money £140,000 from 

green energy firms
15

 

Scottish Tory MP  Nicol Stephen used to be  Deputy First Minister of Scotland now Director of 

10 wind farm companies
16 

Scottish Tory MP Alex Fergusson MSP for Galloway the Scottish Parliament's former presiding 

officer  Income from Hadyard Hill wind farm
17

 

Scottish Tory John Scott, the current deputy presiding officer is expecting to receive a substantial 

annual income from wind turbines on or near his land
17

 

Scottish Tory MSP  Jamie McGrigor, the Tory party's environment spokesman, MSP for the 

Highlands and Islands is expecting to get income from a wind farm on his land
17

 

Labour  Ed Milliband, wife is a wind farm lawyer
18

 

Scottish Labour Brian Wilson Energy Minister now Chairman of Airtricity
19

 

Liberal Nick Clegg, wife a wind farm lawyer
20

 

 

We have seen in a country how one man can mould a country for bad or ill. It is no surprise to 

me that with so many friends in high places the wind industry has managed to fly in the face of 

common sense on all fronts for so many years. 

 

When it was challenged that there was a conflict of interest since both Nick Clegg and Ed 

Milliband’s wives were wind farm lawyers, I thought it was an insult to all wives everywhere to 

say a wife’s view would not be an influence!  How can the source of joint household income not 

be of interest?   

 

 Having spent eight and a half years trying to protect one of Scotland’s iconic views it still sticks 

in the gullet that Ed Milliband said, "The government needs to be saying, 'It is socially 

unacceptable to be against wind turbines in your area - like not wearing your seatbelt or driving 

past a zebra crossing'."
21

   Contrast Ed Milliband in his £1.6 million home, and his household 

income swelled by his wind farm lawyer partner, now wife, with people I know whose lives have 

been  ruined. 

 

There is something profoundly wrong with the way the wind industry has corrupted our way of 

life on so many fronts. 

 

 

People affected who are willing to speak out. Others are desperately hoping they can still sell and 

don’t want the publicity. 

 Kay Siddell <jenk.siddell@btopenworld.com> 

 
Wyck Gerson Lohman  <moelyllyn@talktalk.net> 01654 781234 
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